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Loxton and Vaughn [3] are among the
researchers who investigate S(j,q) where / is a
non-linear polynomial in ZLr], They showed that
the estimation of S(j,q) depend on the number of
common zeros of the partial derivative
polynomials of/with respect to.r modulo q,

Through the works of Loxton and Vaughn [3] it
is found that the cardinality of V can be
estimated from the p-adic sizes of common zeros
to partial derivative polynomials associated with
/ in the neighbourhood of points in the product

space Q; ,n>O.

The estimations of exponential sums are also
found by other workers such as Mohd Atan K,A
[4], Chan and Mohd Atan [I], Heng and Mohd
Atan [2] for lower degree two-variable
polynomials, The approach is by using p-adic
Newton polyhedron technique associated with
this polynomiaL

Koblitz [7] discusses the Newton polygon to
determine the p-adic sizes of common zeros of
the one-variable polynomial and power series

estimation of the cardinality of V has been the
'5ub)ect of mucn Te<:>ean:n in number tbeoI"'j one
application of which is in the quest to find the
best possible estimates for multiple exponential

( 2Jrif~sums of the form S (f;q) ~ l: exp--
~m~<lq '. q

where / (",) is a polynomial in Z[}] and the sum

taken over a complete set ~f residues x modulo a
positive integer q,

This paper presents a method of determining the
p-adic sizes of the components of (;;',r;) a
common root of partial derivative polynomials of
j(x,y) in Z p [x, y] of degree seven based on the

p-adic Newton polyhedron technique associated
with the polynomiaL The polynomial is of the
form
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where f is the partial derivatives of f with
-:!

respect to ,!, The cardinality of V in turn

depends on the p-adic sizes of common zeros of
the partial derivatives f '

-,!
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Let V ~ {xmodq I / = Omodq} where / are
- -:!f - -:I

the partial derivatives of/with respect to "', The

The estimate obtained is in terms of the p-adic
sizes of the coefficients of the dominant tenns in
f

It is known that the value of the exponential sum
S(j;pa) depends on the estimate of the cardinality
IVI, the number of elements contained in the set
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